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Subject: HLC C1269523 **GH** New ELC Case no. 1678 Huw Merriman MP -

Dear Mr Merriman
I am responding to your email of 17 November 2015 to Tim O’sullivan regarding the reported service issues in
Peasmarsh. I am very sorry for the time it has taken to respond. Unfortunately, our investigation took longer than I
would have liked.
I fully understand the concerns and frustration felt by your constituents in Peasmarsh who are having problems with
their telephone or broadband. Following your meeting with Tim on 23 November, we have conducted a full review
into the network serving Peasmarsh, especially to the lines of the constituents that have been provided in the
correspondence. This has been an in depth review and as you may appreciate, it has taken some time to complete.
Our investigations could find no underlying issues with our network, such as substandard old cables or faulty joints,
which could be causing service problems across Peasmarsh.
Peasmarsh is served via two street cabinets. The entire cable run from the exchange to the cabinets, then beyond to
the village were fully checked. No single point of the network was found to be substandard that would result in
problems to the area. Cable joints in our network can at times be prone to faults, as they are a connecting point
between cables. Our engineers also checked joints along the cable, which were found to be in good condition.
During our checks we did find that sections of our overhead cabling have been recently replaced to bring the
network up to standard. This may be the reason why some of your constituents possibly had problems with their
service.
In conclusion, our senior manager has assured me that our network serving Peasmarsh is fully up to standard.
However, this doesn’t mean that any isolated faults will not occur. I suggest that any of your constituents who
experience service issues contact their Communications Provider (CP), with whom they have a contract and pay
rental to. This is the correct industry process. All CPs have dedicated contact points and escalation paths within
Openreach if they need any assistance or engineering support on behalf of their customers. Separately, we also
monitor our network closely and if an abnormally high volume of faults are detected then we would take action to
fix the network issue.
I’m for any problems experienced by constituents in Peasmarsh, but I hope the above information helps to assure
you that we have fully looked at the network here and that it is fit for purpose.
If I have missed anything please let me know. If you have any other BT related issues that you wish to raise with us,
please contact Tim on 020 7356 6593 or tim.osullivan@bt.com.
Kind regards
Graeme Hughes
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